
16 April 2020 

 

Access a range of Web Mapping Services via LGmap 

 
View mapping data not being part of LGmap’s standard offering via a range of open data providers. There are 

numerous Open Data mapping data resources provided by the State, Federal Government or research 

institutions that allow online mapping data viewing.  Collectively these types of data are called web mapping 

services.  They work by the user’s computer querying these services which exist as GIS data servers 

communicating over the Internet.   

When to use LGmap’s Web Maps?  

LGmap facilitates the visualisation of a very large number of mapping layers relevant to Local Government 

operations across Western Australia. Some of these layers and additional information is used to generate the 

unique LGmap reports. The high user experience of viewing multiple layers via LGmap is possible due to its 

specific settings for minimal server load, thus overcoming the technical limitations of other web mapping 

services.  

However, there are other mapping data that might not be necessary to inform the regulatory processes LGmap 

supports or would not be used on a regular basis and therefore do not appear in LGmap’s standard mapping 

data offering. Therefore the new ‘Web Maps extension was added to LGmap.  

 LGmap’s ‘Web Maps’ enable viewing of these additional datasets, datasets that are being updated more 

frequently than LGmap and datasets that users can access via their data licencing arrangements. See 

example in Figure 1. 

Layers displayed in ‘Web Maps’ cannot be interrogated or reported on as data available via LGmap’s ‘Layers’. 

 

Figure 1: Use of SLIP web-service data via LGmap’s Web Maps to check for changes in datasets that are updated more frequently than LGmap. 
Yellow hatching identifies areas approved to be cleared since December 2019 when the last data update was completed in LGmap (areas with the 
black hatching). 

Web mapping services are accessed through a number of “GIS web protocols” such as WMS and ArcGIS 

Server REST API which provide maps to a computer in standardised ways. LGmap’s Web Maps also allow 



viewing aerial photos provided by Nearmap or mapping within Local Government internal GIS systems like 

Intramaps.  

Read the Web Maps Guide to learn how to use this new LGmap tool and see tips on accessing web mapping 

services via selected common platforms.  

 

 

 

5 February 2020 

 

Environmental Planning Tool has a NEW LOOK and NAME: 

 

LGmap REPLACES THE EPT 

When opening the Environmental Planning Tool application from today, instead of the familiar login window, a 

new image will welcome Users: 

 

Users can enter their login details as usual and the new LGmap will open as the Environmental Planning Tool 

before, with the same layout, data structure, functionality and reports.   

What has changed?  

 

 With the fresh new look come improved graphics for all the tools and functions – to help with the 

transition you can download the LGmap Tools Reference sheet from Help or find attached with this 

email; 

 26 updated datasets, including threatened species and communities, cadastral boundaries, Bush 

Forever Areas and more; 

 Four new datasets were included: Clearing Instruments Activities – Areas approved to clear and Areas 

subject to conditions, Public Drinking Water Supply Area Protection Zones and Potential UXO 

locations; 

 Improved capability to process large datasets; 

https://walga.asn.au/getattachment/Policy-Advice-and-Advocacy/Environment/LGmap/LG-Map-Documents/LGmapsWebMaps_Guide.pdf?lang=en-AU


 And soon changes will be implemented to the LGmap generated desktop reports to make them easier 

to read.   

Do users have to change anything at their end?  

 No changes are required at the user end, the transition has been set up so that the LGmap will open 

even if you continue using the ‘ept.exe’ application file to start the program.  

 The application with the new name will be available via WALGA website.  

 

 

 

 

26 November 2019 

 

Slope/Transect Profiler 
 

The Slope/Transect profiler  tool generates graphs based on the available contour data. This tool 
can be used for example to investigate slope changes along existing roads, within parks or along 
proposed walk and cycle trails.  
 
Note: The 5m contours (Landgate 2018) cover the whole Western Australia.  The 2m and 10m 
contours (DAFWA 2014) extend only to parts of Western Australia, primarily covering the South West 
of the State.  
 
To investigate the slope changes along selected transects, turn on one of the contour datasets 
(located under the ‘Location/Topographical Features’ heading).  

In Annotations, create a ‘New’ Annotation set, selecting the ‘General’ option. Using the Add a 

line annotation tool, draw a line to represent the transect (Figure A). Use the Select Annotation 

tool to select the transect line; press the Slope/Transect profiler  tool which will open the 
‘Transect Profile’ window (Figure B) and then press ‘Make Transect’. This will generate a graph 
representing the changes in elevation along the selected transect line.  
 
Moving the computer cursor over the graph area of the Transect Profile window will activate a grid 
and the calculations of the slope values along the transect line (Figure C).  
 



 

Figure A: Transect line to be used to generate the transect profile graph. 

 

 

Figure B: Transect Profile window with a graph representing the changes in elevation along the selected transect. 



 

Figure C: Red line in the Transect Profile graph identifies the position on the graph where the slope value corresponds to 4.4 degrees. The cross line 
in the map viewer shows the corresponding location on the map.  

Use the ‘Copy Graph to Clipboard’ button to copy the displayed graph as a picture file into reports or 

presentations (Figure D).  The ‘Copy Data to Clipboard’ button will copy the Distance and Elevation 

values for the selected transect.  

 

 

Figure D: Picture of the EPT generated transect profile created using the 'Copy Graph to Clipboard' button. 

 

 

14 November 2019 

 

Annotation Outline Lines Style Options 



 

The EPT now supports different line styles for polygon outlines or line annotations, including full, 

dashed or dotted. The preferred style can be selected from a drop-down menu within the ‘Annotation 

Properties’ window: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

10 October 2019 

 
Bush Fire Prone Areas mapping layer has been updated in the Environmental Planning Tool (EPT) to be 

consistent with the latest version of this mapping, released by DFES on 27 September 2019. This is the 

second update of the Bush Fire Prone Areas map since its scheduled annual update in May 2019, with the 

EPT updates of this layer being immediate.  

 

Photopoint enhancement 

EPT Photopoint functionality has been enhanced to simplify its use. For photo files with file names containing 

three or less characters, the EPT will automatically display the file name as a label, removing the need for 

manual photo point labelling in the EPT (Figure 1).  



 

Figure 2: Enhanced Photopoint display in the EPT. 

 

 

21 August 2019 

Use predefined ‘Themes’ to streamline mapping layer selections.  

 

Under the ‘Themes’ heading, located on the EPT Menu Bar, the dropdown menu now includes a list of 

options for layer selection. The ‘Themes’ tool facilitate the definition of frequently used mapping layers to 

reduce the need for re-selection of frequently used layers after each login. Users can still use this option 

to define project or area specific layer selection.  

 

However, several predefined options were recently included as a default to cover some common EPT 

uses. For example, be selecting the ‘Roadworks’ theme from the dropdown list (see picture below), the 

EPT application will automatically display the following mapping layers: Local Government boundary, 

Cadastre, State and Other Roads, Aerial photography, Threatened and Priority flora, fauna and ecological 

communities, roadside conservation values mapping, Flora Roads, Potential locations of yellow hockey 

sticks, hydrography lines, Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA) and Local Planning Scheme zones and 

reserves.   

 
Figure 3: List of Themes. 



It is recommended that the EPT Map view is centered on the project area to be investigated before 

proceeding with mapping layer display. By changing the ‘Theme’, the display selection will change, 

without the need to deselect layers no longer required for another project.  

 

New Tool on the Menu Bar 

 

 
 

Use the new “go to previous extent” button to return the EPT map view extent to the last extent before 

changing the extent. For example, you zoom out a project area to check for data captured at a 

broader scale. Instead of zooming in again back to your project area, use the “go to previous extent” 

button to return to your project area view.  

 

 

9 August 2019 

NEW Annotation Tool – Clip out polygon annotations in polygons in another annotation set 

 

The latest EPT annotation tool addition enables creation of a new annotation by intersecting two 

existing annotations. For example, the new tool can be used to intersect a layer representing a road 

reserve and a layer representing the existing extent of the road maintenance zone within that road 

reserve (seal and shoulders) (Figure 1) to create a new mapping layer that shows the extent of the 

road reserve that is not developed. 

 

 

Figure 1: An example of a road reserve with mapped seal and shoulder extent. 

Select the annotation you want to modify; in Figure 1 example it is the road reserve layer. After 

activating the  Clip out polygon annotations in polygons in another annotation set tool, a ‘Clip Out 

Annotation’ window will open with an instruction to ‘Choose annotation set to clip out’. From the drop 

down menu, select the annotation set which includes features to be removed from the selected layer, 



in Figure 1 example it is the seal and shoulder extent from the road reserve mapping. Press OK and 

another pop-up window will appear, instructing the user to ‘Enter a name for clipped out annotation 

set’, type in the name and press OK. 

 

 

A new annotation set will be added to the bottom of the existing list of annotations, with the new name 

and the map view will show the new layer with copied attributes of the annotation set that was clipped 

(Figure 2).  

  

Figure 2: The new layer created using the 'Clip out polygon annotations in polygons in another annotation set'. Attributes like line thickness, fill and 
colours of the new layer are the same as attributes of the base annotation.  

To improve display of the project mapping, edit the attributes of the new layer and move the 

annotation set containing the new layer above the road reserve layer (Figure 3).  



 

Figure 3: Display of the new layer created by clipping features in two other annotations. 

This tool can also be used to create layers areas/polygons representing changes in mapping of for 

example vegetation condition, rehabilitation, or any other featured mapped over time.  

 

 

 

23 July 2019 

 

NEW Functionality – Mark Road Sections by SLK numbers 

 

The EPT annotations have been extended to include another new tool - Add an SLK annotation, 

which becomes activated when a road is selected using the  EPT Selection tool (Figure 1). 

Activating the annotation tool will open the SLK Marker window (Figure 2). Enter the desired SLK 

number and press OK. This will open the ‘Point Annotation Properties’ window (Figure 3) where the 

display properties are defined for the point representing the SLK number position (Figure 4). Repeat 

these steps to mark all desired SLK points that define relevant road sections e.g. start and finish point 

of planned roadworks.  

 



 
Figure 4: The Add SLK Annotation tools is highlighted when a road is selected. 

 

           
Figure 5: SLK Marker entry window. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Display of the defined SLK point location. 

 

 

 

 

Changes to the Selected Features Window Display 

 



The Selected Features window opens when a data layer like a road, cadastre vegetation or soil type 

are selected using the EPT  Selection tool. This window used to appear in the centre of the EPT 

map view. To avoid overlaps with other pop-up windows, the Selected Features window now opens 

on the right side of the map view. If the Selected Features window contains large amount of 

information, it will reduce the Map view window. To increase the Map view while keeping the Selected 

Features window open, use the window divider between the map view and the Selected Features 

window to adjust the display size (see Figure below). 

 

 
 

 

16 July 2019 

EPT Data update released 

The latest scheduled EPT data update has been released and covers nearly thirty updated datasets 

and several new mapping layers.  

Two of the new mapping layers, designated Flora Roads and Potential Locations of Threatened Flora 

markers (SEA markers or yellow hockey sticks), were created in response to queries raised by Local 

Government at recent WALGA roadside management events. As the SEA markers become 

occasionally misplaced from roadsides, the new layer in the EPT can be used as a quick reference 

for work crews preparing for maintenance works within roadsides. Users are encouraged to read the 

new data descriptions for correct interpretation.  

Native vegetation extent and all derived layers, threatened species and communities, regional and 

local planning scheme zones and reserves, Bushfire Prone Areas mapping, Swan Coastal Plain 

geomorphic wetlands mapping are some examples of data that have been updated using the 2019 

version of these datasets. New layer was added to show current native vegetation extent by retention 

status of vegetation associations at Local Government level. 

Other recent updates include: 

 The extension of the Natural Areas Prioritisation for Perth and Peel (RFLBCP) to the Shires of 

Harvey and Boddington.  



 Records of threatened flora, fauna and ecological communities show the listing status under 

the State and Commonwealth legislation, allowing easy identification of matters that might 

require referral under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 

 EPT generated desktop reports are now available in two formats; as a web browser display 

and as a Word document. 

 

12 June 2019 

 

Added EPT functionality – Use GPS coordinates to define an annotation 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The new ‘Add features using text coordinates’ allows defining points, lines or polygons with GPS 

coordinates collected in the field. The drop down menu provides options for projections used to 

record the used coordinates. 

 

Update of vegetation classes for Bushfire Risk Assessment 

Vegetation classes used for Level 1 BAL Assessment have been updated to be consistent with the 
recent update of the Australian Standard Construction of Buildings in Bushfire-Prone Areas (AS 
3959).  

 

 

16 May 2019 

 

NEW Photopoint reports and Arrows 

 

Two new features were added to the Annotations sets in the desktop EPT: 

 

1 Photopoint reports 

Photopoint annotation which allows upload and display of site specific photo documentation is now 

linked to a reporting function that is available via the dropdown menu of the Reporting button  : 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A report will be generated as a Word document, displaying all the photos within the selected 

annotation and listing the relevant photos details, such as date, name or descriptions. These reports 

can be edited and inserted into other site reports such as reports to support applications for native 

vegetation clearing permits.  

 

2 Arrows 

The line annotation window now includes an option to draw an arrow at the ends of the line. The 

arrows can be used to communicate results of analysis via printed maps.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tip: To make the arrow annotations prominent, ensure that the annotation set containing the arrows 

appear above any other annotations in the legend list, using the ‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ buttons to 

manipulate the order of annotation sets. 



 
  

 

2 April 2019 

 

New EPT Settings added to enable adjusting the user interface display  

 

In the EPT interface functions menu, a ‘Settings’ options has been added to the list functions.  

 
 

 

When selected, a ‘Display’ window will open with two size options: 

 Standard – suitable for use on personal computers. 

 Large – selecting this option will double the display of icons, function buttons, text and the map 

view. This option is suitable for EPT display on projectors, large screens or TV sets used for 

demonstrations.  

 

Note: For the change to take effect, the EPT will need to be restarted.  



 

 

27 March 2019 

 

EPT platform upgrade 

 

The EPT platform has been upgraded to facilitate planned EPT capability extensions. This upgrade 

resulted in improvements to speed and overall performance, security enhancements and the ability to 

generate reports locally.  The previous version of the desktop EPT will still work, however, some data 

linked via some data provider web services to the EPT will no longer display in the EPT mapping viewer.  

 

Therefore it is recommended that all EPT users re-install Desktop EPT.  

 

Before installing the new Desktop EPT application, check the computer operating system type: 

 For the 64-bit operating system use https://lbp.asn.au/EPT.zip 

 For the 32-bit operating system use https://lbp.asn.au/EPT_32bit.zip 

 For Mac computer users use https://lbp.asn.au/EPT_Mac.zip 

 

Information on how to check computer operating systems and how to re-install the desktop EPT are 

available on the EPT webpage under ‘Accessing the EPT’ heading.  

 

 

13 February 2019 

New data for the EPT subscribers 

Following the scheduled data update, several new datasets and useful links were added to the EPT:  

         SLK numbers for the road network – moving a cursor over a road centerline will display the road 

name and the SLK number and when a road section is highlighted using the selection tool , the 
Selected Features window will show the SLK start and end numbers. (Note: SLK numbers are not 
available in the web version of the EPT) 

         Swan and Helena River Flood Mapping (2018) 

         Great Cocky Count data (2018)  

         Wetland mapping for Manjimup to Northcliffe, South West, Leeuwin Naturaliste and Walpole  

         Albany Regional Vegetation Study Phase 2 – Conservation Planning mapping (27 layers) 

         Link to the Index of Biodiversity Surveys for Assessments (IBSA) providing quick access to 
information on possible survey data for an area of interest 

         Vegetation height categories for Perth and Peel based on Urban Monitor (2016)-pictured below. 
Use the new reporting option to calculate the percentage of cover by vegetation height for any 
area, including a drawn polygon. 

https://lbp.asn.au/EPT.zip
https://lbp.asn.au/EPT_32bit.zip
https://lbp.asn.au/EPT_Mac.zip
https://walga.asn.au/Policy-Advice-and-Advocacy/Environment/Environmental-Planning-Tool


 

 

New Annotation Tool available in the desktop version of the EPT:  

To outline specific sections of a project area, like sections of a road reserve, remove parts of the road 

reserve not required using the  Delete an area drawing polygon Tool and then use the new tool,  

 Turn a multi-part annotation into several individual annotations – to define each section as 
an individual road section.  

From this:  

To this:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

9 December 2018 

EPT web version users should notice significant improvement in the speed of upload for the aerial 

photography. If no change is experienced, flush your web browser cache.  

 

 

2 October 2018 

EPT web version update.  

The option of uploading and saving EPT project files is now available on the web version of the EPT. 

However, it does not work in older web browsers as Internet Explorer as those do not support that 

sort of operation. To utilise this capability, use Chrome, Firefox or Microsoft Edge to run the web 

version of the EPT.  



 

The loading of the EPT project file might be slow as web browsers are not designed to load and save 

files the same way as Word of Excel applications.  

 

Note, when opening the EPT project file in the EPT web version, it will open the desired pre-selected 

data layers and the map location but will not show any annotations that might have been saved as 

part of the EPT project file. Annotation viewing is only available in the desktop EPT at this stage.  

 

 

23 September 2018 

EPT software re-build 

The EPT web version is undergoing a lot of changes with the underlying software powering the EPT 

being rewritten to better support the web version and unify the desktop and web version of the EPT.  

 

One of the first visible changes to the web version of the EPT is the appearance of the EPT on the 

computer screen, with the web-version looking more like the desktop version of the EPT (see pictures 

below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Web version EPT look in 2018 

 
Web version look before 2018. 
 

The next phases of this upgrade process will include activation of the File menu and display of 

annotation sets in the web version.  

While the desktop version of the EPT offers greatly broader range of functionality, the convenience 

factor of the web based application is the key motivation behind the planned future updates. An ability 



to access the EPT via a web browser on an iPad or Chromebooks will allow use in the field or 

anywhere without the need to download an application, further enhanced when a new “touch” screen 

experience is added in the future.  

 

As part of this upgrade, the desktop and web base EPT are being brought together into a common 

code base which will also increase the efficiency of data updates and maintenance of the two 

systems.  

 

 

 

 

9 July 2018 

New Tools for desktop EPT 

 

Three new symbols can be found under the EPT’s Annotation Sets heading: 
 

 Add a Dimensioned Area. This annotation allows drawing of rectangles and circles with 
defined dimensions such as width and length or diameter, or use Offset Coordinates to draw irregular 
polygons. Read the User Guide for instructions on how to use this tool.   
  

 Delete Area by Drawing a Polygon. Use this tool to remove portions of mapped polygons or 
create ‘holes’ in shapes created using the EPT drawing tools. 
 

 Rotate Tool. Use the computer mouse to turn a polygon, line or reverse BAL contours to the 
desired position. 
 
The User Guide provides descriptions of all EPT functions and tools. Find the update version under 
the Help heading in the EPT. 
 
 

6 July 2018 

 

NEW data for the EPT subscribers 

Under the heading of Environmental Considerations/Vegetation/Urban Forest there are 9 new data 

layers, showing the percentage of tree canopy cover (vegetation over three meters tall) at Local 

Government, suburb, and at the Australian Bureau of Statistics Mesh Blocks in 2009, 2014 and 2016. 

Percentage of cover is displayed in pre-defined categories.  

 

Use the EPT’s ‘Selected Features’ function to view information on the actual percentage for a 

selected mapping unit, area of grass cover or land use information for Mesh Blocks. 

 

 

  



May 2018 
 

BUSHFIRE RISK PLANNING TOOLS ARE BACK VIA THE ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING TOOL 

 

As part of the scheduled data update for the EPT, new functionality has been added to assist with 

bushfire risk assessment or validation of bushfire risk management plans including: 

 

 Classification  of vegetation for bushfire risk assessment  

 Generation of Bushfire Hazard Zones  

 Generation of Bushfire Attack Level contours.  

 

Use the Quick Steps Guides, available via the menu bar of the desktop EPT, to guide your use of 

these new tools.  

 

 

New functionality in the desktop version of the EPT 

 

New report option has been added to increase efficiency of licencing application process for 

‘prescribed premises’. Press the Report button       and from the dropdown menu select the 

‘Environmental Siting’ report. The report will be generated as a Word document.  

 

Use the Quick Steps Guides, available via the menu bar of the desktop EPT, to guide your use of 

these new tools.  

 

Add photos using the new annotation type option: Photopoint.  

 

 
 

This allows you to display and describe photos collected during site visits. Photos can be added 

manually or uploaded automatically if the photos have been taken with location tags (GPS 

coordinates).  

 

Section 3.3.8 of the User guide describes the steps to follow when adding photos, editing photo 

symbology and entering additional information via the Photopoint editing window. See picture below:   



 


